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An Irish Winter

Wonderland 

 His soul swooned slowly as he heard the snow
falling faintly through the universe and faintly
falling, like the descent of their last end, upon

all the living and the dead.
 

- James Joyce 



A Message From Mary

Mo Chara Daor, 

I love all of the themes that we share with you here at Irish at Heart, but there’s always
something about the Christmas box that gives my heart strings a special little tug.
December is just a magical time of year: with fairy lights twinkling from every window,
the best movies on every channel, and just a palpable sense of excitement - even the
cold weather takes on a romantic hue!

It doesn’t always snow in Ireland, but when it does…it truly is an enchanting sight to
behold. Those emerald green hills and branches blanketed in crisp gleaming snow,
bringing a whole new sense of wonder to this island that we all love so much. I always
remember the excitement of waking up in the morning to the exited gasps of “it’s
snowing, it’s snowing – everyone come quick”, and then siblings, cousins, and grown-
ups alike would all rush to their nearest window – as though none of us dared to believe
it until we’d seen the winter wonderland with our very own eyes. 

We were lucky enough to grow up a stone’s throw away from the Wicklow Mountains –
whose majestic snow-capped peaks really come into their own in these conditions –
and snow days would consist of all of us donning multiple pairs of socks, warm jackets
and welly boots, as we trudged out on our wintery adventure. 

 



As a child it was all about the snowball
fights, and snowmen (who we would
always become irrationally attached to) but
as an adult I find new wonders encased
within the iridescent sneatcha (snow) that
covers the land. I love how peaceful the
outdoors suddenly seems, as though the
snow has blanketed the usual sounds that
ricochet around; the gurgling surface of the
streams freeze over, the cars avoid the icy
roads and what’s left is an almost
disconcerting feeling of utter tranquillity. 

A Message From Mary

In moments like these the haze of your warm
breath appears like a magical mist against
the cold, and every step has a satisfying
crunching noise that vibrates through the
air. That is if your walk isn’t dominated by
the shrieks and cries of excitable children –
which brings a magic all of its own! 

This month’s box is dedicated to those Irish
Winter Wonderland moments, with each
object aimed at capturing a twinkling of how
it feels to be amidst a snowy Irish Christmas.
Whether you share them with loved ones, or
bundle them all together for the full Nollaig
experience – I hope that they bring you
plenty of emerald tinged festive joy. 

Ó Mary le grá,



Recipe of The Month

 

Irish Shortbread Christmas Tree Cookies

Whether you’re outside at a Christmas market or cuddled up on your couch watching the
snow fall gently beyond your window – everyone knows that cosy treats are an essential factor
in any Winter Wonderland. 

One of my favourite things about festive foods, is how brightly decorated everything is. Beige
biscuits are lathered in brilliantly coloured icing, splashes of cranberry sauce nestle vibrantly
on the  plate of your Sunday feast, and the contrasting stripes of red and white candy canes
can be glimpsed at each and every turn. It’s almost as though Christmas cuisine refuses to be
outdone by the twinkling fairy lights and cheerful wrappings of the presents under the tree.
 
With this in mind, I want to share these gorgeous little shortbread cookies – which are sure to
brighten up any plate or person that they come into contact with. Shortbread is technically a
Scottish invention, but as with many Ce;tic traditions, our neighbours customs have come to
be embraced as our own over the years – to the point that you’d be hard pushed to find an
Irish Christmas cookie selection without a choice of shortbreads! 

It was always a firm favourite in my house growing up in Dublin, especially over the winter
months, and this charming recipe from Irish chef Gemma Stafford transforms a simple treat
into a festive feast for the eyes! 

If you want to make it an Irish at Heart speciality, then why not use green, white and gold
decorations as a lovely little nod to our tricolour flag. 

 



Recipe of The Month

1 1/2 cups (12oz, 345g) butter, at room temperature
1 cup (7.5oz, 216g) sugar, plus extra for sprinkling
1 teaspoon pure vanilla extract
3 1/2 cups (1lb 1/2oz, 469g) all-purpose flour
1/4 teaspoon salt

Irish Shortbread Christmas Tree Cookies 

Ingredients 

      For the cookies 

 
 

 

 

Preheat the oven to 350°F (180°C)
In an electric mixer fitted with a paddle attachment, mix together the butter and sugar
until they are light and pale in colour
Add the vanilla extract
In a medium bowl, sift together the flour and salt, then add them to the butter-and-sugar
mixture. Mix on low speed until the dough starts to come together. Dump onto a surface
dusted with flour and shape into a flat disk. Wrap in plastic and chill for 60 minutes.
Roll the dough 1/2-inch thick and cut using star shaped cutters of various sizes.
Place the cookies on an ungreased baking sheet and sprinkle with sugar. Bake for 18 to 20
minutes, until the edges begin to brown lightly. Allow to cool until room temperature.
To make your frosting: Mix your icing sugar with a few drops of water and stir. Take care
to not add too much for it will be really hard to get it thick again.
Separate icing into two bowls, add green food dye to one and yellow to the other until
you reach desired colours 
Frost each cookie green for the trees, and the smallest ones yellow (these will be the
stars at the top!) 
Stack the cookies on top of each other (largest to smallest) binding each layer with a drop
of frosting.
Once dry, place your pearl decorations on the points of the stars.
Finish the tree by placing the yellow stars vertically on top

 

Method

 

 

 

1 cup (41/2oz, 127g) icing sugar
water
green and yellow food dye
Brightly coloured edible pearl decorations

       For the icing



Poem of The Month 

 
When it was decided that this month’s theme would be “An Irish Winter Wonderland” I
knew that absolutely no poem would do, other than Louis Macneice’s “Snow”. The
Belfast-born poet and playwright was known for his profound observations of the
everyday world, causing the reader to pause and think about the innate complexities
within the sights and events that we so often take for granted. 

This particular poem perfectly captures the wonderfully cosy feeling that comes from
experiencing the snow from the comfort of your own living room; you can be cloaked in a
winter wonderland while simultaneously being protected from it, in one of life’s most
delightful juxtapositions.

The image of the roses which bloom on the inside windowsill look so beautiful against the
backdrop of snowflakes outdoors - which they are almost touching. However, your mind
knows that this vision could never truly exist in nature; snow and roses cannot live in
harmony, except in this picture-perfect moment.  The window is both a connection and
the barrier to the snowy landscape beyond; simultaneously a transparent view of its
beauty, and a protection from its chill. 

Of course, as is the allure of poetry, there are political undertones and hidden metaphors
to be found if you wish to plough more deeply into the stanzas, but there is also
enjoyment to be taken from appreciating this poem at a surface level – much like the
snow itself!

 

 

The co-existence of these two contrasting
worlds – the roaring heat of the fire, and
the sparkling cold of the snow, come
together to create the unique experience
of a winter’s day in the warmth – and it’s
truly magical. I can imagine no feeling so
charged with festive spirit as snuggling up
with a warm cup of coffee, a blanket
draped over my lap, and a good book in my
hands – as I gaze out the winter
wonderland beyond. Every time I read this
poem I get just a little glimpse of that
feeling and, despite the title, it warms me
from head to toe.  



Poem of The Month 

Snow

The room was suddenly rich and the great bay-window was
Spawning snow and pink roses against it
Soundlessly collateral and incompatible:

World is suddener than we fancy it.

World is crazier and more of it than we think,
Incorrigibly plural. I peel and portion
A tangerine and spit the pips and feel

The drunkenness of things being various.

And the fire flames with a bubbling sound for world
Is more spiteful and gay than one supposes— 

On the tongue on the eyes on the ears in the palms of one's hands—
There is more than glass between the snow and the huge roses.

LOUIS MACNEICE
(1927-2018)

https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poets/louis-macneice


Seanfhocail

Being Irish means having a saying for absolutely everything, and of course the

colder months necessitate a string of seanfhocail all of their very own.

In the selection below you’ll find some nice celebrations of sneachta (snow), some

Christmas blessings, and (of course) a couple of sharp-tongued warnings straight

from the mouth of Irish grandmothers! Which of these winter wisdoms will be

working their way into your vocabulary? 

Dhá dtrian sneachta ar shléibhte.
Two-thirds of snow is on the hills.
Gaw dreen shnock-tah air shlave-tah

Olc síon an sioc, is fearr sioc ná sneachta agus is fearr sneachta ná síorbháisteach.
Frost is bad weather ,[but] frost is better than snow, and snow is better than eternal rain.
Ulk sheen awn shuck, iss fahr shuck naw shnock-tah og-iss iss fahr shnock-tah naw
 sheer-vawsh-tuck

Go mbeifeá chomh sásta ar feadh na bliana ná a bhfuil tú ag an Nollaig
May you be contented as Christmas finds you all year-round.
Guh may-faw kow sawss-tah air fah nah bleen-ah naw ah will too egg awn Null-ig

Go leá tú as an domhan mar sneachta as an díog
May you melt off the earth like snow off the ditch
Guh lah too awss awn down mar shnock-tah awss awn deeg

Thagann an gheimhreadh go tapaidh le haghaidh na leisciúil                                     
Winter comes fast on the lazy 
Hog-in awn gihv-rah guh tawp-ee leh hy nah lesh-kale

Tugann geimhreadh ceoch earrach séimh, geimhreadh séimh earrach ceoch
A misty winter brings a pleasant spring, a pleasant winter a misty spring
Tug-in gihv-rah kyowck arr-uck shayv, gihv-rah shayv arr-uck kyowck

Go mbeadh síocháin agus flúirse leatsa le haghaidh na Nollag le teacht 
May peace and plenty be yours, for many a Christmas to come.
Guh meh shee-kawn og-iss floor-sha lat-sah leh hy nah null-ig leh chockt



Irish is taught to all schoolchildren
across Ireland, from junior infants all
the way up to 6th year - that's 14
years!  So you would think that most
Irish people would be fluent
speakers, but you would be wrong. 

I have been lucky enough to have spent my school years in
Gaelscoileanna (school taught exclusively through Irish). Now, after
spending all these years only speaking Irish in school, I have a deep
appreciation and love for the language that I'm unsure I would've had
otherwise. I am grateful to have been afforded this opportunity and
extremely excited to be able to share my knowledge with all of you! 

Scrabbling with my siblings over who gets to hang the star on the
Christmas tree, sipping hot chocolate to keep warm on cold nights,
singing carols until my throat went hoarse. These are some of my
fondest memories of Christmas, the time spent with family and friends,
appreciating the simple pleasures life gives us.

This month's challenge;
Write a Christmas card as Gaeilge

 

A Little About Me

Cúpla Fócail

Your Monthly Irish Lesson
by Hannah Ní Chathasaigh



Handy phrases to spread the Christmas joy!

Merry Christmas!
Nollaig Shona!
Null-ig hun-ah

We should build a snowman
Ba chóir dúinn fear sneachta a thógáil
Bah koor doon fahr shnock-tah ah howg-awl

We're going to sing Christmas carols
Taimid chun carúil Nollag a chanadh
Taw-mij hun kah-rool Null-ig ah hawn-ah

Do you enjoy the snow?
An dtaitníonn an sneachta leat?
Awn dat-neen awn shnock-tah laht

My favourite Christmas food is ___
An bia Nollag is fearr liom na ___
Awn bee-ah Null-ig iss fahr lum naw

Would you like a candy cane?
Ar mhaith leat maide milis?
Air vaw lat mawdj-ah mill-ish

Cúpla Fócail

Your Monthly Irish Lesson
by Hannah Ní Chathasaigh



Let's watch a movie together
Déanaimis féachaint ar scannán le chéile
Dayn-ah-mish fayk-kint air skaw-nawn leh kay-lah

We should decorate the Christmas tree
Ba chóir dúinn an crann Nollag a mhaisiú
Bah koor doon awn krawn Null-ig ah vawsh-oo

Who's going to hang the star/angel?
Cé a bhfuil chun an réalt/aingeal a crochadh?
Kay ah will hun awn raylt / ahn-gull ah kruck-ah

Happy New Year!
Athbhliain faoi mhaise!
Ah-vleen fwee vawsh-ah

 

Cúpla Fócail

Your Monthly Irish Lesson
by Hannah Ní Chathasaigh



Cúpla Fócail
Your Monthly Irish Lesson

by Hannah Ní Chathasaigh

Now that you’ve got a few Irish terms down pat, let’s see if you can make
your own. 
Lean ar aghaid, bain triail as! ( Go ahead, give it a try! ) 

Gluais - Glossary ( Glue-sh ) 

Sneachta - Snow ( Shnock-tah )
Sioc - Frost ( Shuck )
Oighear -Ice ( Eye-er )
Coinlín reo - Icicle ( Kwin-lee row )
Geimhreadh - Winter ( Gihv-rah )
Nollag - Christmas ( Null-ig )
Crann Nollag - Christmas tree ( Krawn Null-ig )
Carúl Nollag - Christmas carol ( Kahr-ool Null-ig )
Calóg sneachta - Snowflake ( Kah-lowg shnock-tah )
Fear sneachta - Snowman ( Fahr shnock-tah )
Turcaí - Turkey ( Turk-ee )
Fear sinséir - Gingerbread man ( Fahr shin-share)
Maide milis - Candy cane ( Mawdj-ah mill-ish )
Pléascóg Nollag - Christmas cracker ( Playsk-owg )
Rún - Resolution ( Res-oh-loo-shin )
Cárta Nollag - Christmas card ( Koor-tah Null-ig )
Daidí na Nollag - Santa ( Dad-ee nah Null-ig )
Maróg Nollag - Christmas pudding ( Mahr-owg Null-ig )
Seacláid the - Hot chocolate ( Shock-lawd )
Pióg mhionra - Mince pie ( Pee-owg vun-rah )
Leamhachán - Marshmallow ( Lahv-ah-kawn )
Miontas piobar - Peppermint ( Myun-tiss pyub-or )



We hope you've enjoyed this preview of the Irish at Heart Gazette.
You can get a full copy with over 16 pages of content when you sign

up for an Irish at Heart subscription, where you can get a box of
Ireland delivered to your door for as low as $44!

 
Join today at

JOIN IRISH AT HEART!

A Box of Irish Treasures Every Month

DIRECTLY FROM THE EMERALD ISLE

irshatheart @irish_atheart @irish_atheart

irish-at-heart.com



Seanscéal: An Old Story

 
Once upon a time, the King of Ireland’s son went out hunting on a cold and crisp

winter’s morning. The young prince’s name was Jack, and he was well loved by

family and servants alike within the castle walls in which he grew up. He saw

the wings of a crow framed against the bright sky and shot it down with one

arrow – immediately rushing to see where it had fallen. 

 

That day, the snow lay in a sparkling blanket as far as the eye could see, and

Jack was mesmerised by the contrast of the crow’s deep black feathers against

the pure white snow, and just how ruby red the blood looked lying between

them both. At that moment he vowed to himself that he would only marry a

woman whose hair was as black as the crow’s feathers, whose skin was as

white as the iridescent snow and whose lips were the exact shade as the scarlet

blood that stained them both. 

 

When he went home to declare his intentions to his mother and father – both

tried to dissuade him from his quest, exclaiming that no maiden such as this

could be found on all of the Emerald Isle. However, sensing his son’s

determination, the father realised that they had no choice but to send him away

with their blessing and a bag of 100 guineas to serve him on his way. 

 

. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Snow, the Crow, and the Blood

He set out on his adventure to

the far corners of the island, but

upon passing a graveyard on

the second day he noticed a

dispute that was taking place.

He inquired as to what was

wrong, and a villager told him

that a man who had died had

owed a great deal of money to

the bailiffs, and they refused to

hand his body over to his loved

ones without payment of 100

guineas. 

Jack, feeling immensely sorry for the dead man and his family, offered up his own

bag of coins; the friends thanked him immensely and rushed away to bury the

body.



Seanscéal: An Old Story 
 

   
This left Jack penniless and with no further idea of where he was heading, but he

did not complain – and with no money to secure a bed for the night – continued to

trudge down the path that he had set out for himself. Upon the way he met a little

red man, who enquired as to where he was going so late in the evening. Jack told

him of his quest, and the little man lit up in excitement – proclaiming that he knew

just the woman whom he described; the Princess of the East had a long rope of

silken hair as dark as night, a pallor that shone like the stars above, and lips of the

deepest ruby red. However, the little red man warned, many had reached for her

hand in marriage before and perished in the efforts. 

 

However, Jack could not be persuaded to give up on his mission, and so the little

red man – despite jack’s protest of having no money to pay him – joined Jack on his

journey. He told him that there was only one place that they could stay that night,

and it belonged to the terrifying Giant of the Cloak of Darkness. 

 

Jack was decidedly nervous having heard terrible tales of the Giant’s wrath, but the

little red man was unperturbed and when he reached the castle, he strode right up

to the gates and knocked loudly upon them declaring that they were travellers in

search of supper and board for the night. 

 
 
 

 

Before long, the giant came out to greet them – cackling that he would be the only

one to have supper that evening, and that both of them would be on the menu.

Immediately the little red man sprang into action, whipping out his sword striking out

at the giant. The giant withdrew his own with a roar and a bloody battle ensued, but

despite the villain’s size he was not fast enough to harm the little red man – and

when he reached down to strike him the little red man rammed his sword straight

into the giant’s heart – killing him instantly. On their way into the castle the little red

man picked up the cloak of darkness that lay next to the giant and placed it within

his bag – reasoning that you never knew when it would come in useful. 



Seanscéal: An Old Story

After a good night of rest and feasting, the two set out on their adventure once

more, and Jack was rejuvenated after their success of the night before. However,

as night started to fall he became worried, as they had yet to pass anywhere that

they could board. The little red man again had an idea – declaring that there was a

castle ahead belonging to the Giant of the Purse of Plenty. Once again, this giant’s

terrible reputation preceded him, and Jack was less than confident of a warm

welcome at the gates – but of course the little red man showed no fear – and called

the giant out to meet them. 

As in the night before, the giant cackled at the sight of the puny humans who had

come to challenge him, but the little red man again leapt into action – this time

leaving the giants body behind and taking with him the ever-renewing purse of

plenty. 

The next morning, they set out once again, stopping only to purchase some fine

steeds and noble dress with the contents of the purse of plenty – reasoning that if

they were to woo a princess they should at least look the part. By the time night

was falling and the duo started to approach a castle in the distance – Jack was

under no illusions as to his companion’s choice in accommodation, and braced

himself for their meeting with the Giant of the Sword of Light. 

For the third night in a row, upon the Giant declaring

his intent to consume his would be lodgers – the red

man sprang into action – this time throwing the

cloak of darkness upon himself. Now the giant

possessed the Sword of Light, which struck fear

into all that saw it and death upon all that it touched,

but his mighty weapon could not help him find the

little red man – who climbed a nearby tree and leapt

from it plunging his ordinary sword into the giant’s

heart as he did so, felling the beast forever. 

When the time came to leave the castle the next

morning, the little red men was already holding the

Sword of Light within his scabbard – partly as his

own was proving impossible to wrench from the

giant corpse in which it was now embedded. And

so, they set out on their final leg of the journey,

dressed in their fine clothes upon their noble steeds,

and Jack could hardly believe that he was mere

moments away from meeting his princess. 



Seanscéal: An Old Story

 

Upon their arrival at the castle of the Princess of the East, they declared their

intentions to the servants at the gates, who ushered them in and rushed to tell the

princess that a rich and noble prince has arrived to ask for her hand in marriage. 

 Prince Jack had hardly sat down when he was summoned to meet the Princess

in the Rose Garden, and he raced through the castle halls so as to finally lay eyes

upon the woman whom he had declared as his heart’s desire; she was exactly as

he had dreamed, with flowing locks as black as the crow feather, skin as white

as pure snow, and lips as red as blood. 

 

Just as he opened his mouth to profess his undying love and devotion, she held

up her hand and invited him to look around at the rose garden.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If he still wished to pursue her, she would share the first task with him, but she

warned that if he failed – his head would top the 365th rose bush. 

 

Scared, but unwilling to give up on his true love, Jack agreed to hear the first

task. With a wicked smile, the princess announced that she was going to bed.

She would sleep with a golden comb in her hair – which Jack must retrieve and

return to her at breakfast. The catch, however, would be that from midnight to

cockcrow – the only time in which Jack was permitted to take the comb – she

would be resting in a place that was neither earth nor below. With that she swept

off to her chambers, with the golden comb glistening against the dark sheen of

her hair. 

 

Jack was dumbfounded at the impossibility of his task, and immediately ran to

his companion the red man to share his predicament. The little man smiled and

told Jack to go to his room and sleep for the night, for in the morning all would be

well. Jack did as he was told but was sure that, come morning, his head would

be but a gruesome ornament upon the Princess’ rose bush. 

 

 

 So enticed had he been by her

beauty, he had not noticed that

each of the 365 rose bushes, bar

one, was topped with a stake

bearing a human man’s head.

Aghast – he turned to her for an

explanation, and she went on to

tell him that these heads had

belonged to her previous suitors

who had failed and perished in

their attempts to complete the

three tasks that she demanded

before she could take a husband. 



Seanscéal: An Old Story
 

Just before midnight, while Jack slept fitfully, the little red man snuck into the

Princess’ room under the cover of the cloak of darkness. Upon the stroke of midnight,

a hole of lava appeared upon the floor of the chamber, into which the Princess calmly

climbed and the little red man followed - straight into the depths of hell.

 

Waiting for her at the bottom of the staircase was the devil himself, who greeted the

princess like an old friend, kissing her lips and offering her the throne next to his.

There they sat and chatted the night away, oblivious to the little red man in his cloak

of darkness, who snuck in behind the princess, snatched the comb from her hair and

ran back up the staircase to wake Jack and tell him of his success. 

 

At breakfast the next morning, Jack produced the comb for the Princess expecting her

to be delighted with his cunning, but instead she was enraged that he had succeeded

in passing the first test. She soon recovered herself, declaring that it was of no

consequence to her – because he surely would not succeed in the second task,

which would be to take the ruby red ring from her finger during the night, and present

it to her the next morning. 

 

The little red man, who had heard the entire exchange, whispered to a sweating

Prince Jack not to worry – for he had the issue entirely under control. That evening,

while the rest of the castle slept, the red man followed his steps from the previous

evening and - once the Princess and descended into hell, kissed the devil and

become engrossed in their evil chatter – he slipped the ring from his finger and raced

back to Jack, all the while protected by the cloak of darkness. 
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The Princess could not disguise her rage the following morning when Jack proudly

dropped the ruby ring into her outstretched palm. She seethed all during breakfast

and would speak to no-one, as she silently plotted her next task. At the end of the

meal, she had composed herself and approached Jack’s seat with a sly grin upon

her beautiful face. She declared that very evening she would return to the place that

was neither on earth or below, and that Jack must bring her the lips which she

kissed while she was there. She uttered that no mortal sword could puncture the

skin of this being, and that she had no doubt that Jack’s head would soon adorn her

garden – just as all the suitors before him. 

 

Jack felt the blood rush from his face; surely this was the moment in which he met

his doom? Stealing the lips of the devil himself? Unquestionably this task was

impossible, even to one as brave and cunning as the little red man. The loyal little

fellow had no qualms of his own however, and told Jack to rest up for his wedding

in the morning – for he shall surely deliver the token which the princess has

requested. 

 

For the third time the little red man donned the cloak of darkness and followed the

princess down the staircase into the depthS of hell, this time wielding the Sword of

Light – whose power could never have been crafted by a mere mortal. This time as

the Devil leaned forward to kiss the Princess the little red man raised the Sword of

Light, and in the quickest of flashes he chopped the lips from his face – catching

them as they fell and dashing up the stairs. Even he was astonished at his own

recklessness on this particular task!

 

The next morning, having witnessed the events of the night before – without

actually seeing how they occurred (thanks to the cloak of darkness) - the Princess

had resigned herself to marriage with the prince. When he handed over the lips, she

curtly informed him that they would marry that very evening, much to the joy of the

servants who had lived in fear that her cruel slaughter of suitors would never end. 

 

An hour before the wedding, the prince was morosely wandering around the garden

where he met the little red man who appeared to be tending to the rose bushes.

“Smile my friend, you have achieved the impossible and now your heart’s desire is

but moments away! What could possibly be wrong?” The prince replied, that

although he had found the woman with black locks and white skin and red lips that

he had desired, he had always hoped that this person would love him in return.

However, the Princess had shown nothing but contempt for him – and was clearly a

cruel and evil person, despite her enchanting beauty. 

 



Seanscéal: An Old Story
 

The little red man smiled and produced a handful of ten blackthorns that he had

been collecting from the garden. “Consider these a wedding present”, he replied.

Break one of these upon your new wife each morning, and you will find yourself

married to a woman even more beautiful on the inside that she could ever be on the

outside. Despite all that the little red man had achieved for him, the Prince was

doubtful that even he could achieve such a feat – but out of loyalty and respect for

his friend he dutifully did as he was told. 

 

He was astonished to discover, that each morning his wife became a little softer

towards him and kinder to those around her. On the tenth day when the last

blackthorn had been broken Prince Jack found he no longer cared for her shining

black hair, snow white skin, and blood red lips - for the princess that stood before

him radiated beauty from within. The devil’s spell had been broken, and she had

become the person she had always been before he fell into her clutches. 

 

The prince rushed to find the little red man, to thank him for all that he had done for

him and promise to loyally follow him wherever he would go – as an immense

token of his gratitude. The little red man smiled and laid the cloak of darkness, the

purse of plenty, and the sword of light, at Prince Jack’s feet. 

 

 

 

“In death you gave me all that

you had without question, and

so I give you everything you

could need in life.” He then

revealed that he had been the

corpse which Jack had so

selflessly saved, and that his

proper burial had allowed him

to safely pass in the afterlife.

However, before the little red

man passed into the

otherworld, he stayed on earth

as a spirit to repay his debts to

the man who saved his soul. 

 

 

 With that the little red man faded away, leaving Jack and the Princess to live long and

happy lives together – forever grateful for the brave soul who had brought them

together.


